FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELECTROCUBE RECEIVES SILVER BOEING EXCELLENCE AWARD
Southern California Design Manufacturer of Passive Electrical Components
Receives Boeing “Preferred Supplier” for Eleventh Consecutive Year
(POMONA, CA, August 8, 2018) – Electrocube announced that it has received a 2017 Boeing Performance
Excellence Award. The Boeing Company issues the award annually to recognize suppliers who have achieved
superior performance. Electrocube maintained a Silver composite performance rating for each month of the 12month performance period, from October 1, 2016, to September 30, 2017. The Awards are given each spring of
the following year.
This year, Boeing recognized 414 suppliers who achieved either a Gold or Silver level Boeing Performance
Excellence Award. Electrocube is one of only 329 suppliers to receive the Silver level of recognition nationally.
“Quality, reliability and timeliness are hallmarks of great partnerships. These attributes – especially given the
instability of the economy and our industry in the last several years – are even more valuable when delivered
consistently,” says Clay Parrill, president of Electrocube. “At Electrocube, consecutive achievements such as the
Boeing Award validate our dedication to these attributes and reinforce their importance in competitive markets.”
Electrocube supplies Autotransformers to Boeing for both commercial and military programs. This year’s
recognition marks the eleventh consecutive year Electrocube has been awarded this honor. A supplier for Boeing
for more than half of its 57-year history, Electrocube has earned a well-established reputation within the
aerospace industry as well as the audio, environmental, industrial, transportation, medical and military industries.
About Electrocube, Inc.
Founded in 1961, Pomona, CA-headquartered Electrocube, Inc. is an award-winning engineering design, manufacturing and sources servicing
company of passive electrical components including film capacitors, audio-optimized film capacitors, RC Networks, foil transformers and
custom EMI Filters for a wide range of standard and custom applications. The company is second-generation owned and retains all operations
– from manufacturing and design to delivery – within the United States.
Electrocube is known for its signature, custom precision and superior quality control/testing in a number of client industries including:
aerospace, appliances, audio, commercial, equipment controls, environmental controls, industrial, medical, military, renewable energy, test
equipment and transportation. For more information, visit: www.electrocube.com.
For more information on the Boeing Performance Excellence Award, visit
http://www.boeingsuppliers.com/awards.html#/hash3
http://www.boeingsuppliers.com/2017_BPEA_external.pdf
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